
Report on “Review of procurement processes for works and goods under CARLEP funding for five
Dzongkhags of Trashi Yangtse, Samdrupjongkhar/Samdrupcholing, Trashigang, Lhuentse and Mongar”

A team from OPM, CARLEP visited Trashiyangtse, Samdrupjongkhar, RLDC, Kanglung, Lhuentse, Monggar
and RAMCO for review of procurement processes for works and goods and also to review the progress of
the CARLEP activities. The team not only reviewed and collected procurement documents but also visited
irrigation construction sites. Following are the outcomes of visit to the CARLEP implementing
Dzongkhags/agencies.

Trashiyangtse

1. The progress for cattle shed construction is well on tract and the Dzongkhag has followed the
procurement procedure for goods and works. Accordingly documents such as supply order, note
sheet, comparative statement for quotation of goods were collected to be further submitted to
IFAD.

2. There is an issue of underachievement of target for constructing cattle sheds with the given
budget which was calculated based on the project cost tab. In the process of activity
implementation, it was revealed that the cost of dairy shed construction materials was much
higher than the actual cost tab resulting to 100% achievement financially but underachievement
physically. To this, there is a need to revisit the project cost tab considering quality of materials
and then plan accordingly form the subsequent years. This problem cut across all the programme
Dzongkhags.

3. Renovation of Lungdhari irrigation under Tongshang Gewog is divided into two phases (I & II). Phase
I works has been awarded and it’s under execution. All the documents related to phase I has been
collected. Phase II is mainly for intake structure construction and the Dzongkhag is yet to prepare
estimate and design. DAO and site engineer agreed to send the documents by end of January for
phase II construction.

Samdrup Jongkhar

4. Most of the activities are ongoing and the Dzongkhag has reported 35 % and 33 % achievement
in purchase of dairy cows and shed construction, respectively. Other activities are also well on
tract. But fodder development activity will be based on season, probably starting from 3rd quarter
onwards.

5. There was a problem of online google reporting sheet whereby they couldn’t punch data as they
were accessible to view only. The problem has been solved by giving them the editor’s access.

6. Met with DAO in the Dzongkhag head quarter and discussed on the progress of Dungkarling-
Methothang irrigation scheme under Samdrupcholing Dungkhag. DAO explained that the scheme
renovation is under full swing and it will be completed by end of January to first week of February
2017.

7. As a part of site visit, the team visited the Dungkhag where the actual scheme renovation is under
way and had audience with Dasho Dungpa of the Dungkhag Administration. He pointed out that
Dungkhag Administration is very pleased to have support from CARLEP to the Dungkhag and its
people. He said that he has all the possible support from the Dungkhag Administration to monitor
the work on scheme construction and for its successful completion.

8. The Dungkhag Engineer and Gewog Extension Officer who looks after the construction also
assured their timely monitoring and completion of the works. All the documents related to
irrigation scheme construction were collected from site Engineer and visited the construction site.



The work is in full progress and site engineer explained that they had to award additional work
since it won’t be able to complete the work with the amount initially quoted. However, the
additional work will have be met within the approved budget for fiscal year 2016-2017 which the
site Engineer agreed on.

9. As per the project requirement, irrigation scheme renovation or construction should include and
incorporate climate resilient features while designing and estimates the scheme, however this is
not included since the survey and designs were completed way ahead before such features were
finalized by the program Office. Nonetheless, it was agreed by the Gewog Extension Officer that
they will initiated SLM practices and other climate resilient features where possible along the
scheme.

10. On behalf of OPM, the Account officer CARLEP informed the site engineer to submit the bills for
fund release.

RLDC

11. The fund to procure chopping machine has been budgeted under RLDC. However, RLDC has
further allocated the fund to the Dzongkhags as deposit works to procure the machine. While
some Dzongkhags have placed the order to Karma One-Stop-Shop based at Phuentsholing, some
of the Dzongkhags have placed the supply order to the supplier identified by NCAN, Bumthang
through annual quotation call. Since there is difference of procurement processes between
Dzongkhags, there may arise the problem of non-uniformity (Difference in price) in procurement.
To avoid this, clarity on uniform procurement has to be made by all the Dzongkhags following
quotation called by NCAIN, Bumthang. Therefore, it was recommended that same procurement
procedure be followed by all the Dzongkhags.

12. Some of the activities which are technical in nature, which needs to be implemented by the
technical departments, are being budgeted under RAMCO and FMCL. This may delay the
procurement processes which further aggravate the problems of implementation and timely
release of fund

13. For instance, there is an urgent need of Milk Chiller Van in the region to transport fresh milk. The
budget for the same has been allocated under FCBL and it seems there might be some
reservations from FCBL side reasoning that value chain strategy development is yet to be done.
Nevertheless, RLDC being focal point, equipped with technical manpower, feels that this activity
has to be undertaken immediately (within this fiscal year) as there is lots of problems in the field
not being able to meet the quality standards of milk in absence of milk chiller van. The letter is
being copied to the PD, OPM regarding milk chiller vans.

14. For this fiscal year, irrespective of budget allocated to any agency, the activities may be
implemented either through deposit works or settlement of bills and expenditure to whom the
budget was earmarked or to the OPM in order to expedite the progress of CARLEP. This issue will
be further discussed within the OPM and may draw understanding between the collaborating
agencies

Trashigang

15. The activities for construction of dairy sheds and purchase of improved cows are in the pipeline.
The sector has asked OPM for fund release and prior approval (Note sheet) to carry out the
activities has been obtained from the Dasho Dzongdag.



16. There is an issue of non-availability of travel budget for those staff involved while sourcing cattle
from India. Therefore, it was suggested that travel budget be work charged with purchase of cattle
while formulating AWPB hereafter.

17. Met with DAO/ADAO and discussed on the progress of irrigation scheme renovation. The
Dzongkhags has identified four schemes to be renovated allocating Nu.0.5 m each which may not
be sufficient. Therefore, they are proposing to prioritize the activities and invest accordingly
rather than investing in all the four schemes compromising quality of works. Field survey works
has been completed and they are in the process of Preparation of design and estimate.

RAMCO

18. Estimate for construction of MCC is been prepared by the Dzongkhag. RAMCO will provide this
activity to the Livestock Sector of Monggar Dzongkhag as deposit work. However, approved
budget (1.17m) is far below the estimate (3.0m). Therefore, RAMCO proposed to divert budget
earmarked for business plan-based market infrastructure which is Nu. 1.95m to MCC
construction.

19. Approved Activity (0.975m) to strengthen DAMC market information could not be implemented
in this financial year. RAMCO to further discuss with DAMC.

20. Value chain infrastructure development for vegetable to be decided by the outcome of on-going
rapid assessment carried out by Himalayan Engineering Consultancy Firm. However, feasibility
studies need to be done in parallel to rapid assessment so that right infrastructure is put in right
place.

Lhuentse

21. Met with DAO and site Engineer and discussed on the progress of Chudhigang-Tabi irrigation
scheme under Kurtoe Gewog. The work has been awarded and the site handing over is completed.
However the actual ground work will be executed only by end of January 2017. With regard to
incorporation of climate resilient features and designs, the Site Engineer and DAO explained that
they have incorporated as per the letter received from Program management office and based on
that all necessary climate resilient features are included. All the documents related to
construction works has been made available by site Engineer and collected from DAO.

Mongar Dzongkhag

22. Meeting was convened with DAO, ADAO and site Engineer regarding the Sherong irrigation
scheme under Tsakaling Gewog. The same scheme is divided into two sites in which field survey
was done and estimate prepared accordingly.

23. Although field survey and estimates are ready, there still needs to tender out the works and this
process may take another 2 months that might delay the whole processes. However, the
Dzongkhag is exploring the possibility of awarding it through limited tender/bidding process.
Otherwise this work has to be carried forward to next financial year as spill over which may not
be appropriate for renovation. This issue will be further discussed within OPM.

24. Water Use efficient irrigation

Almost all the Dzongkahgs visited has identified the location for implementation of water use
efficient irrigation technology. This activity is focused to those area/location where there is
production potential and commercialization of agriculture crops. Samdrupjongkhar Dzongkhags has



identified the activity implementation site at Narphung, Tashi yangtse at Wangringmo, Lhuentse at
Autsho and Mongar at Waichur. Most of the dzongkhags reported that this activity will be given to
community contract after drawing the agreement between Dzongkhag and the community. The
Dzongkhag sector heads pointed out that the materials will be procured and supplied by
Dzongkhags as per the dzongkhag Procurement processes and work will be done by the community
with technical assistance from technical department. Meanwhile dzongkhag like Mongar has
already implemented the activities.

25. Sustainable land management

Current progress of sustainable land management was also discussed with sector heads. On this all
the Dzongkhags have identified the site for SLM implementation. They have also identified various
technology options to be implemented such as terracing, hedgerows, grass slip planting, stone
bunding, tree plantation, plantation of nutrient management crops etc.

26. Land development

Discussions were also made on land development as one of the activities under CARLEP. On this the
Dzongkhags have already identified the sites and very soon this activity will be carried out. It was
suggested that land development support be given provided that developed land is utilized for
commercial vegetable production since vegetable value chain is the core of CARLEP.

27. General Observation

It was observed that most of the renovation of irrigation channels are on-going except
Samdrupcholing Dungkhag who has completed the activity. It was suggested that the concerned
Dzongkhag expedite the work to ensure timely release of fund.

Irrigation scheme renovation under Samdrupcholing (Dungkarling-Metrothang irrigation scheme)
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